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.=ABSTRACT
This manual, for parents and child care personnel in'

day_ care hbmes and centers (1) gives an outline of dimensions of
$normal physical, mental, language and Social/emotioikai_development\in
children from birth to five years of: age, (2) indicates what children
need from adults in order to-develop ,normally, and (3) identifieS
problems and sUggests ways to handle them. The manual is divided' into
three sections. Section I considers the first 18 months of life .in
'three.6-mOnth periods in order to give detailed attention to this
period of rapid development. Special attention is given to the infant
behaviors as they occur for the first time. The role of the caregivef
in making accurate and detailed rcords of the conditions undei which
specifiC symptoms occur is stressed. Sectimn II covers the 'period
fro 18 months to three years of age. iiotional needs of the child
and their implications for social development are emphisized. Section
III considers development from the third to the,fifth year.. The
greater range and ievelOf activity of 3 -'to' 5-year-olds are.
explored. (Three slide/s&und presentations and pamphlet's were
precluded in conjunction with this manual.) (RH)
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Module VII

THE GROWING CHILD.. Birth Through Eighteen Months

1

New born babies are helplessunable to think, talk,
mime alaput., or Tinteract with others. Duxiiag the

first 18 months I:FE life, exciting changes occur.
The helpless infant 'becomes an active toddler, able,_
to:

.

- control motor movements and move 'about
- use mental abilities in learning about

the Wbrldi through seeing, hea.ring,,
smelling, tasting, 'and touching

- understand atheis and say a few words
- -relate to others through.smiles,,movement,

and-words.,

Physical:, language, mental, and sOcio-emotional changes
are dramatic and obvious in the first one-and-a-half
years. Each bab,y different from,other babies, and
jib baby-develop;\according to a rigid timetable. Still,
each child's development will follow certain stages

'-
similar to other\children's.

cp.

*



ing about the developmental stages of children can help
s know what to do to help babies become happy, healthy

dlers. Each child moves though these stages at his or her -

own 'speed. There arewno clear steps from one stage to the next.
Many overlap, and some may take place in a slightly different
order.

It is impor;ant to recognize that there are no absolute divisions,
between-physical,language, mental,'and socio-emotional develop
ment. Development in one area relates to and affects develbp-
ment is .other areaS. For example, children's ability to move
about and see things'influences_their mental development. The
more children see and do,, the more they have to think about.
The more children smile, coo, or say, the more attention they
- receive from adults, and in this way their social development
is increased.

Remember too, that as children's gpergy is direct'ed to the
development of skills in one area4/ their deVelument ii another
area may slow down or even reverse.! When a child is learning
to walk, for example, he.or .she may talk very little or may._
be unable or unwilling to say things he or sbc, rn_saY..
This is normal and temporary and,does-itoCidaiiaiiiin
is being stubborn. This.is a problem thdi will correct
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Frdm Six To Twelve Months

,During these months babies spend much'timelearting to move around. As-
their motor coordination improves, they love to repeat new "tricks" over
and over again.

"

When some babies start to crawl, they get up onto.their hands and knees
and move,using'both arms and both legs. Others scoot, using their elbows
to pull themselves forward. How they crawl doesn't matter. What is
important'is that the. baby attempts to move from place to place.

After. they Learn to crawl, infants learn to cliMb onto very low things.
Babies love to move around! NeXt, at about eleven or twelve months,
they learn-to climb onto things about a foot tall. As they learn to
climb, they pull themselves up to a'staning position. Slacks, skirts,
furniture, peopleanything that doesn't move will be used for-support
while standing. Occasionally, some babies reach a standing position
without assistance, but ususally they learn to stand by pulling up onto
objects.

.' ,' *f .... °..'' -'F ,, 16 , i.1.... :.00, dpg4pMes"'
'k?...., ...
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Walking while hOlding,on to oblects for sup port'is practice fot walking
alone: Aftet-babies learn to pull .up,. they often become interested in
something'else and let go 'without realizing it:" Suddenly they are
standing. alone. As they 'develop this skjll, they become able to. stand alone
for.longer and periods of.time.

t

As babies discover:. their hand's and fingers, they delight in seeing what
they can dcrwith them. Poking with one finger is a good start. Babies
lean about objects by touching, feeling, banging, throwing, shaking,
and dropping things.' About the time babies become thterested in small .

things within reach, they also learn to use their thumb.and one finger.

During the period from six to twelve months, babies begin to learn to
feed themselves. They can hold a bottle to drink, piCk up small pieces
of food, and try to guide a spoon from the dish to`"their mouth. They
usually miss their mouths but hit their hair, the floor, and everything.
Gradually they learn to close their lips a spoon to-remove food,,
lick food off a spoon, and eat mashed food. With help, they can drink
from a cup. As control of the lips and tongue develops, they also.
stop drooling.

°

4

f.-
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". From Twelve To Eighteen Months

Most babies can walk alone by the time
they-are eighteen months old. This is a
very important accomplishmen ; enjoyed by
adults as well a..,,young chil
babies .begin walking early, w le others
wait untirthey are nearly tw years old.
This is. not a cause for. conce . It is
simply' a patural difference in children.

L.-

When babies begin to wa;le, they can find
more"things Babi
are naturally cUriousb, and as they move

.'around.more easily and quickli, they
often get into dangerous things.

Babies-like to move upwArd as well,as
fotward, and-climbing is fun. Stairs
'also fascinate them. They learn to
c-rawl up stairs before they learn to get
down.

At this age, children cyan, use a cup and
a spoon to feed themselves, but they
still_ spill quite a bit.- They call chew
well and .can eat mast table foods, al
though meat-must be cut into', small bites.

,Their hand control is also .improving,
as seen in their ability to dd things
such as stackingtwo blocks, turning
sieges in a cardbOard book, or trying -°
to throw a ball. .

r
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Babiep.begin to learn by making general moyments with their hands,
arms;::head, feet, 'and legs. -,

.

. After moving these parts of the body many times, children discover
-"tflat_they can start to controland'use them. At first they,randomly,
grasp :hold pf an Obj.ept shakeesit; and hear it. When they learr
they can put these movements together, they began to do these things
intentionally. Most babies will not .be able to reach skillfully for
what they want until-they are around five months old.

. To babies, objects exist. only when they can see them. -Eventually
they begin to realial that objects.contiime to exist. They.will
try to find-ti*ornisiMng object.

I
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'., During this period, babies begin to imitate facial expressions .

and ,other body movements. These early imitations.usually involve' .

the head, face,, and hand's. Clapping games and'peek-a-boo are
examples of ways babies imitate. . .5. . ,

. . - . ,,
. . ..

- .

, They are beginning to learn that an ebject still Aists when it, is
gilt, of sight. They enjoy looking for objects which .hay,obeen
partially covered or hidden while they watch. Howevef, their
attention spanis short and the search-doesn't last long.

,

.- At seven or eight months infants drop things on the floor' for the
joy,of watching them fall. They do not understand whyantobject
breaks, bounces, or makes a loud noise, but they do understand
that they can drbp things. Their continual dropping-of things
is not meanness or-stubbornness, but l8 their way df learnin:J: .

that they have the power to make something happen. It is a typ-.0.,

of experimenting in order to learn. .

1
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This is a time of curiosity, with children into. everything and anything.

. -

Young children are naturally curious, and thiscuriosity should be .

encouraged. These early experiences form the basis for learning
other skills, for making sounds, words; or movements until- they
learn how to do them. ft

. You4sters enjoy things they can move, shake, .rattle, and roll. They
e to hunt for a toy .covered with a cloth or box until lit is found

'again.

Throughout this period, mental development is closely 'linked`tomotort ,

and language- developn#ent. Sometimes it alDEOst seems as if you can "see"
18-month-olds thinUreg. They will play. with a. toy, put it down, look
at it, hit ii-i-aAdipick it up again, as if to say, "I can do this and
thiS my toy,cand what else can I do now? "" .Their ability to -think

can alto be seen in the way they leS'e words, ten the same words, with
hand,movements 'or a change of voice to mean different things. The phrase
"Me clink" may be used to ask for a drink as ii;e1J: as to explaiti what he
or she is doing. One word may refer -Lc; an entife group of words. For

exmple "dog" may be used for all animals. ".Dada" may be used for all

men. They know what they are doing and' they are thinking about ho to
A.

describe their actions, but their words are still-limited.
.77

-- .
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,1
otor 4: elopment;:the development or- ,

ge.is. one othe mpst important eViants of this period.
dults tend .o think language development starts with the

'first woTds they hear the., child say. However, language
development begins at birth, at the time when-4.1Jan sfirsf:
hear sounds, see, touch objects, and beiin'to $Sso ate sounds,
with meaning. Long before babies can speak, they ear-many
words and sounds. It is only after babies have heard words
said many times and'have.had their efforts at smil4mg, cooing,
and making sounds encouraged and praised: that they begin to
talk.

..7
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From i.Birith To Six Months

'Infants are born with the ability to make,
sounds

1
During the early months they make

.

many different nfeient noises and'S'ounds. By three,
-

or four nionths they-freAtienily'make noises
during play or blow bubbles.using the saliva
in their mouths%

moment. Almost from the moment of birth, babies
cry differently when they are hungry;
wet, in pain,. or upset.' Usually the mother
or adult careperson who, is with the infant
most of the time can hear 'these differences
in crying and leariis to understand their
meaning.

. By.44reeand-bne-half Months, infanp begin
to turn their heads in the direction of
sounp4 This is the first sign that babies
are hearing differences in sounds.

Between four and five months infants start
to recognize the voice of the other
primary careprson. They. can recognize
the'voice wiltout seeing, the person and
may smile" and coo as if the person were

;.,.:.

-"there:'

3

_ .

vs>
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At around six months babies begin to make sounds ttiat sound,11,ke
word4rDa -da, mkma, and bye -bye are some of the first r
sounds. .Tbeparents think the babis beginning -to talk. Their
excitement and smiles, encourage the baby to -make the sounds again
and again-.'

.*$

In this period babies will.staP what they'are doing and listen to
others talking. g/ However, their attention is very short. They begin
to react to and understand some_ simple familiar words, such as bye
bye, no, mama,-daddy. This is the beginning of language under-
standing.

As babies understand more language,they are able to folloW simple ,

commands, such as "Stop," "Look," "Come here," or "No-No." These
commands are learned first because babies hear them freqdently.

.
.

.

Around their first bir hday, children begin to say simple, single .
words like "no" or "ii clearly and with definite purpose. Thege
words-are used correctly and are not just accidental sounds being.

..;.repeated. . .

'/,

Children recognize names of familiar objects; such as bed, bottle,

car, or cat during this period. :hey, are also able, to match objects
with names and are very pleased, with this new ability.

They continue to learn new, simple Words. Frequently they use a
z

single word to: mean a complete. thought: "Milk" for example, may
mean I want more milk," or "I see to milk."

*11 1After childre\ earn single,words, they begin to string two words
together such as "all gone," "me ip," or "mommy sock." Again'these
simple statements. may mean a cOmplete thought,- although they are
made up of only a few words.

This is a most important period for language development. The
more new wards children hear, .Zhe more rapidli they lea p:1

talk.. 'Hot ever new words'usually need to be repeated man times
beforejchildren understand them.

' Learning and saying new words are fun for,children. They enjoy
their new ability to imitate others. They repeat words over and
over again until they spund right to, them or until ttce words bring

:

the right action from aduAs or others.

18-
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mirthfirth To Six Months_

Newborn babiAs are not se6ial,beings.. Their main concern is-with
being comfortable. Discomfort such as stomach pain, hunger, wet -

ness, etc.,4 is guiCkly communicated the only way they knowthrough
crying: Bading.babies is one oi thebest ways to comfort thent4nd

ogive them a feeling of being loyed and cared for.

Between the-second and third:mont%.most-babies will .smile when.' ,---

talked.to or touched. Thesefirst smiles-are exciting and should. ,

be encouraged and enjoyed by'both itt.r.taild and the adult. alley also

begin to be Interested in mirrors.. The child is especially amused by
his or .her own image beCauseat moves when the baby does, and accepted
fact to adults but new and fascinating to the infant.

: Around fourtonths,.babies begin td laugh aloud when encouraged
-played with byan adult. As infants'ecome mer..# aware of others
Enjoy being with them, -t eyWill cry when left alone or put dower..
They feel a need to.be,\ th others,

-

As early as six months ,of age, some babies will recognize.andrespond
to people they latoi..7 will turn away orcry when strangers told --
them!.. This is normal, and the child will eventually respond' to others
in a mare friendly manner:

ti

15-



?Babies become increasingly aware of others In this. period. - They ' k . ,

begin to enjoy playing pat-a-cake'and peek-a-boo games, and they
also enjOy the physical touching, attention, and the fun of seeing ..-,

.s `,,. something that is gone reappear.
IAt.this age babies continue to be anxious-when strangers try to hold ,,Aor play with them. -They: ale particularly attached to the person who

takes care-of them mbSt often.;_ This.,Telainnship is important in '. --. ,establishing a sense of security, and they may cry and 'become upset
when separated frOm..a familiar adult.

1

Infan s' are aware of familiar or favorite tdys as well as people.
Wh toy is taken away or is not in sigh, trey often- become zsupset and cry. Sometimes they will play with .other people by offering
a toy or piece of food and then keepIng it or taking it back.
Although babies like playing with other's, they really do not know
how to let goof the object. As they bKomemore sociade, they soon
learn -when they are pleasing others. They will continue an activity
that people laugh at or seem --pleased about.

0,---

t
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BY :La's time, youngsters are able to offer something to an adult
and let,. go of it. They especiall& enjoy rolling or throwing a
'a ball to an adult. ,They a/so like to play-simple games, although

.

quickly..'they lose interest quickly.. -'
- _ g

Baba this_ age get into ,everything. To fulfill l t'ieir natural.e,sja

need to learn they explore everything around them.; Among other''.
things, thii leads to-learning about the-word Irnou'and discipline

:e 'from adults:
f

year-old 'child begins t? imitate adults, dopying- good things as
well as bad. Imitating is 'an important stage in the. child' s
development and shows an awareness of the worn.

At this age babies enjoy being with others and are often Just as
happy,to watch as to play. They have no -idea -of how to play with
other children. of the same age, and may push or shove another child
Or grab at toy away.

.
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I WHAT CHILDREN NEED
FROM ADULTS r

Physical, mental, language, and social
development' are interwoven durifig this early
period. 'Providing a great deal'of-loving care
and many opportunities for learning are the
Alost important: ways, for adults to help young .

Children: 1'

From Birth To Six Months

Infants need-tb.)feel loved and-Cared for.
Holding, touchiig, and talking to them
frequently thrAhout the.day are important
ways of showing affection. -T.or feeding, babies

,
shoUld be held talked ,to, and-patted.
Propping a bottle up la:a crib is not only
"dangerous,-, but also deprives infants_of the
adult attention whiczh is necessary fOreecurity
and for learniAg. .t-
The criesof anfinfantusually signal that
psoinetifing is wrong: Check: on the_.baby immedi-
atety. Letting an infant :(cry it oUtienot a
gOod-idea.. Sometimes alder bAbies dobeCome
demanding, but:Infants'usually cry. becaute they
are hUngry,in.-pain, cold; or wet: Colic pains

o MbA y also cause crying, bur again, infants
need the security of holding'and care rather
than being left alone,



I 'a

When-lifting or holding an infant, adults should be careful to support the
-baby's head. Infants:should be held by older children only with the
assistance of an adult. Babies' heads are large in proportion to the rest
of their bodies, and it takes time for;them to develop control of the

Play with older infants by shaking a small object to get their attention
and then slowly moving it. Holding an object about 12 to 18 inches from
their eyes, and slowly moving it will help them learn to follow objects
with their, eyes..

.

e

Encourage infants to use their, eyes and hands. Place a mobile or.brightly
colored object overthe crib. Infants as young as three and four weeks

's enjoy watching things. As ,they get older, they will want to touch and
pull any object within, reach.

1.,

Give infants a change of setnery -by ving'them to a different.oroom or
'different part of the room durinidg he day. Keep,them -in a room with you
or with others while they are awa e. Infants need to hear the sounds and
words of others inorder to develop language.' Talk to-them as you feed,
wash, dress, and change them. .The.cAldren may not understand What you
are saying, tot they are hearing sOnds and words which,are the basis
for'their eventual learning to talk.

.,
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or record player in the room where the infant is.
g andiscAnother source of sounds for the baby

e everything finds its way to little mouths at this age,
otect children by having only safe, non--toxic objects for
emto.use. Peeling paint is dangerous to infants as well_ as
der children who like to pick at the paint and eat it. Choose

toys that respond to the infant, toys that rattle, ring, squeak,
play music, when the infant shakes or pokes at or pulls th'ein.-

To encourage movement, dress infants in comfortable, loose-fitting
clothes that allow free movements.

To encourage head control, plaCe infants,'Ion their stomach fora
part of the time.' Babies who lie on their backs too mpch will
be slower in developing head control.

Take babies out of the playpen or crib for a part of each -day.
Put- them in a safe area on the floor to give them a chance to
move around.

24
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At this -age, babies shake-Objects, throw them, bang them, and .:put
them in their mouths. It is important to choose toys that cannot
hurt them. Giye theM safe,objects of different sizes, textures,
and shapes to play with:

It is alSo important to'keep.safe or dangerous things off the floor.
At thiS age babies are fascinated by anything that they can pick
up--dirt, pins, paper scraps. Many small pbjects, such as pins,
can be-extiemely dangerous' if'swallowed.

Six to twelve- month -olds are -learning how to turn over, sit up,
and crawl. They teed space in which.to move_around. If they stay
in a crib Or playpen all the time, they Will .be slower in their
development; To'encouragetheir development, pick babies up,
.gently bounce them on your, lap or on a soft pilldw: Place objects
on the floor in front of them,-but just out of reach. Then
encourage them to move toward and grasp the object.

a

To help babies learn to use their hands and eyes, play reaching
games with them. Tie an object to a piece of string and swing
it slowly in front of the baby. Encourage the baby to Catch'or
grab the moving object. Babies this age enjoy, putting things
into bowls or boxes and then dumping them out .(give the baby a
container to put small things such as blocks into). This.play
helps them learn about various objects and develop better motor
skills.

Accident prevention is critical. Keep all,poisonous household

ia

cleaners, sharp objects, and 'other danger us materials out of
children's* reach. As babies move around ore and explore every-
thing, ; they can easily gei into things that might hurt them.

.-- ,

fr . ,
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Talk ta 'babies frequently throughout the day' while feeding, dressing,
and bathing them. This'is a critical-period for hearing words
spoken again and again, and though,they may not understand the
Words, they will respond happily to, a pleasant voice. Listening
to mysic or the TV for short periods-of the day 'also-will increase
their listening skills. .

Give babies toys that make noise. Music boxes or musical toys
are fine, but you can also make sound toys by stringing-jar lids
together on a string, putting objects in a-can or box-with a lid
for-shaking, or giving the child spaonsand a pan on 'which' to bang.
Children also like toys that mcme, wiggle:rock, roll,-or bounce.

22
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vvelve en Months.

Children of this age need a lot of safe space for moving about and foi
walking and standing.. 'Since it is difficult for them to understand Dr
remember which things they should-nOt touch, it is-best to remove _

. breakable lamps and other objects out-of their reach. They are eager
to explore and learn abOut the world, and need adult encouragement to
do so.

Youngstdrs increasingly enjoy playing outdoors. They delight in spending
hours practicing walking, climbing, and moving in all directions. Wheel
toys, which children can scoot around by moving their feet, provide both
fun and 'good exercise.

Twelve -to-18 -month -olds like. to droVhat others 4o. They enjoy playing
with smaller models of adult Objects,-such as toy dishes, brooms, trucks,
and shoes. Toys.do not:have to be expensive or.eyen storebought.
Children alSo enjoy playing with pots and pans, spOons and plastic

- bowlS; and boxes which they-can stack.

O
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dren's toys should be unbreakable and include objects of diffetent
sizes. Be sure that these have no sharp edges or pieces that can be
pulled off and swallowed. Small, lightweight, plastic toys are
dangerous -as children can bite off a piece of the plastid. Rubber or
heavy plastic toys are better.

During, this period children are beginning to name objects and use
words and sounds. Encourage children to talk .b praising their efforts.
Talk to them about what y are doing, ihe td sthey are.using, what they
are doing. Speak slowl and distinctly pp help theth understand more
easily. Smiles and pats arevery good ways of encouraging talking.
Sing to the children, play games like "p ek-a-boo; "pat a cake,".and
"hide and seek."

Simple storybooks with only one or two lines on a page can he read to
and enjoyed by 12-to I8-month-olds. You can teach children at this
age to point to a picture,%nate it, and talk about its Then ask, a
child to pdint to the Pictured object. If you haire a camera, you,can
make a personalized storybook for a child. Take pictures of the child
and some favorite toys._ Mount the 'picilites on heavy cardboard or in
a photo book'. 'Show the child the pictures, naming and describing them.
Youngsters enjoy stories and pictures of themselves.

.
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tLOIDENTIFYING
AND HANDLING PROBLEMS
Frequent medical checkups are essential for theichild
from birth through eighteen months. Sometimes little
ones have problems that can be ,identified only by a
'physician. These problems often can be corrected if
they are identified early,'but if allowed to go unchecked,
they can result in handicapping conditions which may last
a lif time. For example, legs which turn in excessively
can berected through proper shoes and braces.. It is
important that such a'problem is identified and corrected
early.

rr
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following checklist identifies 'specific things to look
fo in ph4dren'ages-bi4h-to'l8;manths. Included are some
suggestions an What to do if anything seems to be unusual
or wrong.

In general, there are some steps which must always be taken
when you notice .a problem. If you are a day home vlother or
work in a child care, center, you should first of all check
with, the mother or legal guardian, describe your observations
and'suggest that 'the child be seen by .a nurse or a physician.
If you are a foster parent or legal guardian, you should
contact the physic . If do no
or if this would present a finan 1 bur en, ask the licensing
worker or case worker or the local,health departmeAt for help.

From Birth To. Six. Months

a family physician

In an infantyho as under .six months ola, be alert -for the following indications
ofpossibleprob;lemsandhave'thechilAchecked by a'physidian:

Extreme crying and fussiness

. to.

Some crying and fussing Is nOrmal. However., if an infant cannot be quieted
by changes in scenery, diaper changes feeding, pr holding, there may be a
physical or emotional problem '.which is causing the'crying.

Lack of-Head contra. /

If ,the infant over nine months,old has trouble hold' the head up, or keeping

it still, the child may have a physical problem.-

Excessive choking or vomiting while feeding._

Babies usually eat 'well unless .there is a physical problem. Minor spitting

up is normal, but vomitus landing,2 feet from the child requires_evaluatioft.

tack of 'vi'sual response

If a child does not pay attention to hings seen or is unable to follow
an object with the eyes, the chil have a vision problem.

No response or reaction to sound

Listen and watch for the infant's reactions to sounds. An infant who does
not react to medium or loud sounds and noises, who does not, seem tot
recognize the mother:br prinary caregiver's voice, or who seems-to stop
making sounds, may' have a hearing loss which is difficult to detect.



From Six To Twelve Months'

r
.>

Six- to twelve- month -olds should be interested in the world around them,
beginning to sit and crawl and respond to adult ,voices. Be alert for
'the following indications of.possible problems and have thd child examined
by a phyNaician: . 1

'Lack of interest or inability to sit up or attempt-simple body movements

Extremely fat babies are sometimes slower to develop motor control. However,
a child who seems to be unusually slow may have another physical.problem.

Obvious lack of awareness of sounds

Little or no response to adult voices, little or no spontaneous sounds or
attempts at words, or the inability to. understand veryisimple,pommandssuch
as "no' and "come here" indicate the need for a complete physical examination.
Be sure to report your observations and concerns-to the parents so they can
help explain-the problem to the physician. .

Little or no interest in looking at,
playing with toys..

The atility to see an& use the hands Should
with things by- this age.

lack of interest'o reactionfto-o-thers, especially to-t5e mother or
primary caregiver

I

Sometiies chdren who have been, moved from one place t ther frequently.
have not..developgd9feelings of security:and attachment; e physician
sho ld==.7eimi4AhV'phild to rule out the possibility of physical prObiems.
0 . -er help mightbe terms of counseling or guidance (i.e.; on abuse and
-neglect) for the parents and other adults who:workwith the child. -

.

,

reaching for, up; .or

be develOped enough for playing



From Twelve To. Eighteen -Months

Children's devel pment during this period )depeads on what they have learned
before this. Eac``hh child is different and develops at a slightly different
pace. EaweVer, continued problems in the following areas indicate the need
for a complete physical examination:

An inability to move about without assistance

By 18 months most children can: st3and alone' and many children are walking.
Some.very heavy or fat babies are slower than others, but .a child vitro by
18 months cannot stand alone or who is not trying to walk with assffstance
may need medical attention.

Lack of energy or interest in finding out;-about things

ChildrAn are usually very curious.,....A lack of interest may be:due to
physical causes. .door nutrition and' hearipi or visual loss are possible.
problems

.Unusually j erk3e thovements

Twitching or -jfe.F4t4 Sometimes Occurs*when::children are _overly- tired.
.

... .

Si . However, : a-ny type of ' j erky, moire:tie:1th- that :OcCUr repeatedly& may ',. :

indicate -a.-physical problem.-
.( .

An inability to.respond to and follow simple commands of "Stop" or "No -No"

Children who by 18 months do not respond 'except wh yelled at or physically
corrected, or who are not attempting to say any words should be carefully
checked, for the possibility of a hearing loss. Children with a hearing loss
may not respond except when they'can see the speaker:s face pr when things
are said very loudly. Children cannot tell you that they cannot hear. You-

must, be 'alert to their reactions to words and sounds to identify a hearing loss.



S

ildren who have had a number of colds, earaches, and

respiratory infections may have a temporary moderate

hearing loss. This too will delay their language

development. Sometimes a gener.il physician will not

have, the equipment for testing the hearing of a-small

child. Therefore, if you suspect the child is nOt hear

ing well, tak the child to an otologist, a'phySician

who specializes in problems of hearing. Temporary
a

hearing loss may- become pe ent If not attended to.

Additional information on hearing-problems is included

in Module* IV, Medical) Problems, and.in Module II,

Health Precautio

d



In all cases

4

illness o if -.you suspect a problem, the

chil d be seen by a hysician, preferabry one that

lizes in the care and treatment of. young children.

that a .physic an sees a child for only aep in mind

brief time and may not

a pr'oblem. Therefore,

any prablems you may observe, noting when

Conditions they occur.

be aware of symptoms which indicate

is 'very important to, write down

and under, what

,-4
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Take this test both- before and after studying this module to see what
you have learned. An answer key is on the back.

.Read each question and circle all the correct answers. THERE IS MORE
THAN ONE CORRECT ANSWER FOR SEVERAL OF THE MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS.

1. True False Developmental information .about babies has become

so sophisticated these days that .clear steps from
one stage to another have been idenified.

2)" True False As a baby'senergy is directed toward development
.1 of a skill in one area, development in other areas

may slow down or even reverse.

3. In what,order do these infant developments usually occur:

A. Gumming C. 'Sucking

B. Development-of-head movement D. Rolling over

4. Learning control-6f the eyes a partof:-
.

Physida1 development

B. Social. development

C. Emotional development'

-DevelopMent of learning an
thinking

From six to' 12 months of age most babies learn to:

A. Crawl E. Use the thumb and one finger

F. Hold' bottle to drink

G. Feed self-with a spoon

B. Stand alone

C. Walk alone

D. Poke with one fin

6. By 18 months of age most Vailes can:

'A. Walk alone

B.. Feed self -with a spoon

.

. Stack two blocks

D. Turn pages in a cardSoard book

7. True. 'False When a child first starts to talk, language development
has begun and it is time to begin verbal simulation.

.- True False It is all right to-leave an infant alohe to cry it out
when yOu can tell by the tone of the cry that nothing
is seriously wrong.

True False By 12-18 months."of age you can -teach children to poin
to a picture,. ,dame it and'talk about it. _ 33



. True False

11. 'true False

12. -True False

13. True False

14.. True False

:

15; True
. .

Learning to make-general movements with hands, arms,
head, feet and legs is a part of mental development.

Most babies will not be able to reach skillfully for
what they, want until they are about nine months old.

*

Around seven or eight months, infants drop things on
the floor just for the reaction they get from adults.

.From the minute they are born,.babies are social beings.

By 18 months of ,age, most children-know how to play
with other children.

.

By 18 months of,age, most children can remember-whatremember-_what,

. things they should not touch.

1. False . 9. True

True 10. ..True

3. C, A, D 11. False

4. A, D 12. - False

5. A, 4t E, F 13. False

6. All '14. ,False

7. False 15. False

L
8. _False-
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Module VII

THE GROWING CHILD,

From 18 Months to Thrqe Yea

A'year's difference in age makes little difference in the way adults
act, but in young children,-the difference a year makes is almost
unbelievable. The .tiny baby who needed physical support and nearly
constant care Is, at 18 months,,:a child who can toddle about, get
into all kinds of'fhings, and make demands known in more waysthan
crying. Adults often become worn out and impatient during this
period, for it is a time when children'need-a great deal of adult
patience and attention.' Toddlets are extremely active,'an.d it is
physically exhatSting to__.%eep up with them.

This toddling stage begins at different times. fot different children.
It is a time of still being babies yet beginning -to be Children, a
time oflearning to get about with ease and skill and of learning
to talk. And it a time of learning how to get along with othet
people. -For:many,. it is a period of uneven growth." Somechildien
develop physical and language skills fairly evenly; others -do not.
Some learn; to walk easily.and early before they even try to talk
while:- others learn to talk well before walking. Over.the months
this evens out, and by.age.three most children can walk well- and
can talk in shotrphraseS or sentences.

Because development is often uneven, the following sections on
Physical, Mental, Language, and Social-Emotional developnenrare
xict'divded by-ages., The point at which children enter this stage_
of deVelopment influences the progress they make inthis petiod,

an adult working wifh'children under two'years of age, you may
want to review the module on the child from birth through'18
as well Those who work with children approaching three year
should also review the module on children from ages three thr
five.

0



I WHAT TO EXPECT.{
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

e children start walking as early as nine or ten months,
others note until 18 months or even a little older., It is
perfectly normal to start any time within this age range.
Toddlers begin-walking in about the wame wayfeet wide,. apart,
unsure of themselves, tummies sticking out; arms waving as
they try to keep their balance. They fall down with a plop
every few steps, especially if they try to go fas or -turd
around, then.pull .themselves up to try all over again. At
first they walk -just for the sake of walking. Usually by age
two they've mastered the trick, and they walk to get where
they want to go..

..

Once toddlers get about en tiler own,'"theST become very active,-
moving quickly from one thing to. another. Something new will.
usually catch their attention, and they're off .after a bright
.color, a new toyalmost anything They explore any-
.thing they can reach--wastebaskets, drawers, light plugs, the
-dog's dish- A playpen,ar one room isn't spaae _enough for them,,
and they want to 'dove around outdoors They, like to -push
and pull things_ anik-drag them around, to play with sand and
dirt and water, to, reach for things, to try_to climb up steps
or drawers or anything °else .that is handy. The hand-eye
coordihation of toddlers is still fairly undevelaped. They
spend most of their waking- time using their large muscles..
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Between. 18 and -24 months children learn to walk forciard. and
sideways,-*.elt down easily in a small chair, and climb, into a -,
big "grown-upn chair.-- By the time'they are two or twd=and-a-
half most-alildren can kick a ball, jump up and down in one
place, and walk down stairs holding an adult's' hand. or a
banister.

By the time children are two-and-a-half or three, their le6
:are longer and they can run about easily. .'they've learned to
walk on tiptoes, to stand on one foot for A %f ew seconds, and
to ride a. tricycle. .They put on simple clothes, such as pants-
and sweaters, by:themselves and even undo large buttons and-
zippers: With a little help theT can wash and dry their hands.
Eating is less of a mess. Many 6"an use a spoon and a cu_ p and
get through a meal with only an occasional "accident.."

. _ . , .

Toddlers like to put pegs in a pegboard ape boxes :Inside one
another. They also like' to play ith blocks, building towers
until gravity or the two-year-old rings -the tower down, And

.

two or two -and-a-half-year-olds' ar . independent. They undres's
themselves and try to fetid themselves, usually making a mess
of it, but trying hard.

They love to imitate. They try to comb their hair, brush
their teeth, read a book, and do other grown=up things. They
aren't always successful., but they enjoy the' fun of trying.

7



generally eat whatever is given them. Two
ar-olds, however, are much more vocal about what

they Like and don't' like to eat. - One thing moss t
of them agree_on is that they 'don't like their
food mixed together. '.They want each food separ2te,
and they like food. they. can pick up and eat with
their- fingers They generally eat less than they
did as infants, -gaining _only -three 'to five pounds
between one and two and again'. Itfe twe en._ 'two and

three: Even though they do not eat yery much, it
is important -that they have a well-balan.ced diet.

.
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s become able to do more. and more things, they also change
the sway they look. By the time they are three years old they

usually have' all of their teinporary, or baby, teeth. Even babies
who. adults thought would always be bald begin to grow thicker, and
longer hair.

Toddlers need plenty of sleep to give them the4.energy to -play' and
to grow strong and healthy. They may sleep about/1.2 hours a night
and also take an afternoon nap for an, hour. pr -two. AS they grow,
they cane play for a longer time without getting

.

Growth in height is steady between 18 months. and three years, on
the average about four inches a year, with girls developing faster
than Joys You can usually figure.out,sthore or less, how tall
childien will eventually be by'doiibling_ a girl's height at the age
of two, and a boy's at two-and-a-half..

Toilet_ training begins for_most toddlers at this stage of evelop7
meat. To succeed. they.must be developed mentally enough to under--
stand what is expected of them and physically enough to control
their muscles. Children.. usually learn bowel training first, begin-
Ping around 18 mont)ls.- '.More -often than not, it is really the mother
who is trained, putting her child on the _potty. at .the right times-,
but the child learns what is expected this way. Pretty soon he or
she will give the signal. Children learn to keep*:_dry--between two
and three, first in the da'ytime ,and_then at night. .Many will have
"accidents" for another,year or two, especially - f .they are tired
or elated or so wrapped up in playi that" they don't think about
going toi the _bathroom 'until it is .4.ro late.
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Betw two and d-a- youngsters can listen to to
stor d they li to name things they see in the pic es:
They can, follow simple directions, such as, "Put the toys ink.
the box"' "Get your sweater." They can-put more word
togethein though they don't yet speak it full sentences,
and they-begin to ask queitions. Atfitst they,ask "why" and

y "what's dat" without really caring about the answers, but by
the time they are three, they usually want. to know. , Three-
year-Olds can also tell something about the objects they see
in pictures, and they can follow more than one direction at
a time, such as "Get the ball and close the door." And they
love topretend. They pretend to hide by covering their eyes,
playing t'where is baby," and they're so pleased when adults
.play with thet. They may pretend to be'asleep or to use the
telephone. Their imagination- takes in everything they see
around them. They can match simple shapes, like squares and
circles, andcan name objects like a bottle or a car and know
what they are for. By', 18' months, babies become-toddlers who,
make their-wants known and get around in a world they are
learning more and more about.



LAN E DEVELOPMENT:

The babbling sounds -babies make are the beginning of language.
rBetween 18 months and two years, childrenbegin using the
'sounds to form words. Their first words name.people and
Ithings around them:: mama, dada, doggie; cookie ball. They

,

dzican makephemselves understood, at'least within the family,
and get their needs met by pointirig and saying one or two
words. For example, a. child who wants water can point. and
say."wawa."

.

,
.r

: Children learn to speak in more or less the same way,ihut
,..

they learn to do it at different ages. Some don't s 1 rt talk-
ing until. they can walk and get around easily. Othe talk-
first, then cialk, and still others learn to do both t the
same time. Each child has his°or her own learnirig dace and
style. One two-year-old may say only lialf a;dozen words,
while another may say more words than anyone can count.

Some children have'so much trouble being understood that they
become frustrated and unhappy. Others, especially in large
families,.seem to have their needs met without asking for -

anythi g, so they don't teed to talk as soon as other two-
year ds.

48.
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g. children have no Understand -of time. All\ days are

pretty much alike. Tomorrow and esterda9 don't exist, only
"now." A promiseof "tomorrow" ranslatesoas "never." "Hurry
up" means nothing to two-year-olds... Small children will take
what seems like forever to put on one shoe, while"the parent
or caregiver gets more and more impatient and anxidus to get
on with things. At this age youngsters.aren't deliberately
being slow, -but they don't run on "adult" time. They don't
even know what it'means.

Around 18 months, children start becoming more independent.
They to dress and-feed themselves and copy other things
adults do. With adults' encouragement and patience; they
will improve their skills a great deal between the ages of
18 months arld three years. When, toddlers lirst start walking,
they may wander. off and.not look back at the parent or care-
giver, or even join a group ofl:strangers down theblock. By
two, though, they probably wiljl rook -back. every few minutes;
to make sure the adult is there, or run back just to touch
or hug before running off again. This makes it:easier for
the adult to keep an eye on the two or three-year-old'. It
also helps children develop *isense of security, in "checking
back" and finding the narext:ver is still there. This security
is an important part of ;11'it evelopment. It is the 13eginning
of the trust =that will help?t.h m continue to learn and explore.

t
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gevelop fear's at this age. They may be frigtftened
or loud noises, such as a clap Of thunder or 'a vacuum

ner: They may beconie "afrald'of being-alone at bedtime, or fear
t .1f adults leave they will never come back.. This can be-a

special' problem with child en whO,h.s.ve not had a happy; secure home
They have not learned to t4ust adults. These 'children may alsoo&
afraid that if they have beep-bad the caregiver will not let them
stay. Babies who would go tio1/4anybody. often around the age of two
begin to be afraid of strangOrs. When' an adult comes into the
room, "they may stop what tho are doing and stare at the person as
ifto size him- up. Most ch.i3.dren will outgroig this shyness or
hesitancy in a few months if adults are patient and don't make. A.-.

-fuss about it.
Babies depend entirely on adults for companionship. Two-y-._-%r-olds
are b'econling interested in other children. They don't know ::xow to
play with others yet, but they like to play alongside them. Each
plays by himself but the company of the other. There is no need
to be upset if children shove .one another or one child grabs
another's tbys. Children this age haven't learned how to share.
They seem to think that if they give up a toy' or cookie, they will
never get- it 'back. Sometiraes they won't legt ge. of their-mother-but
cling to her and don't want- to be out of her. sight. They usually
outgrow this stage quickly, especially the adult gives them -

comfort, love,_ and the reassurance that even if she has to leave,
she'll come back soon. Scolding and-upsetting fright-ened children
only-makes matters worse. By two-and-a-half ccr.three, most children
are willing to leave ieir m_ others' side for awhile to play with
other children. They begin to share and-take turns, making things
more enjoyable for themselves -as well as, for their adult. caregi-5-er's'.



II WHAT_CHILDREN
-NEED FROWADULTS I ,-

. V
4.. .

. . .

It. is easy t67become overprotective of small Liildren. _They
still seem. like babies, even though they can do so many more..
things.They will have a lot of falls., bumps, Sand bruises.
Parents .and other"adult caregivers havei.,to be as brave as -tie
two-year-ol4s and let hem. explore. What adults can do, is
make the exPloration.as safe and pleasurable-for the child as
possible, -with generous doses- oitPatience.ana love.

.

--s-..

.

/

;PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
It is hard to stop a healthy child from learning to walk and
eagerly exploring.:7Encourage toddlers. Give them:a hand when
they need it, like going up and down stairs, .until they can
manage by themselves. Give them space to get Around, but be
sure-it's safe space.. Put a barricade across seps to prevent
falls. Move furniture with; sharp edges out of the way. "Child
proof" rooms as buch as polsible, putting breakables out of .

reich. Leave things that they can't hurt and that can't hurt
them in easy-to-rea4spots. For instance, put pots and'Alids
in a bOttom drawer in the kitchen where children can ,safely,
reach them. Opening,and'closing the drawer will be as.much-
fpn,for them as the pots and pans! That is only one example
of 'instant" toys for "children this age.
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There are many ine sive materials that., can- give
youngs.5ers hours of enjo'ythent and development. Little
childr11 often find an emPty box%more -intriguing than

their :mouths,in it is tint that-'
the fancy gift that was inside it. ecause youngsters
.olten put things i
all toys are large enough so that- children can' t swallow

,/ them. Toys hould_ not contain anything .poisonous, and
should not be painted.with a lead-Sased 'paint-.

Don't worry if children this age eat less than they did
when they were infants. It is

.

perfectly norma/. Forcing.-
children to eat will probably only make them rebel.
Children won't feel like- eating whett, they -are yelled at
or ordered and corrected all the time. Sometimei'young
children may 'want to, eat only one ,thing--bananas at-
every meal, or 'only -rice--but thli 'phase' usually. passes
quickly. The important thing is to -offer a good balanced ;
diet to give active growing, children thi. nourishment they

,A,... /

need. It is also, important to make mealtime enjoyable
everyone./

. )\
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Sleep is important for._ groWing children. Toddlers /need a nap
in- the middle. of the day_and a full night's sleep. If they
argue: and get upset- at-nap time, let them play quietly.on
their' beds, looking at pictures,_ listening' to records, orr. just
resting. They may fall asleep after all. Most -children---f-uss
at bedtithe :now and. then. However; if they fusS quite a lot,-
it may be because they need either'more or less -sleep. PerhaRs
.r..tiey are more active than,. di4 ii4ed to be If 'they are.over7.
tired, they stfould go to bed earlier.: Or maybe they -have a
long nap the afternoon.and are not'ieddy for bed as early
as they usgd t6 Try changing their "bedtime to see if a
half hou earlier or later makes a difference.

. . ,
Chit en also like a set routine at bedtime. This might
in ude telling a story. It can be a very , short one aboilst:.-
so ething they did that day, or .a new puppy, down the block;
or something just as simple and appealing. A hug from each,. .ad t fin' the family, or taking a special stuffed animal or
small lanket, or even rag,, to bed 'can be routine enough.
They,will outgrow th& rOlutiiie eventually, but meanwhile it.
-gives them the security 'they need. This is-especially true
when youngsters have been -moved:from- One- home to another.
They really may be egfraid that the adult caring for- ehem'will
be gohe in the morning.

. 15
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g .4 tto feed and dress themselves.' Between

Yah.-.gh three-yeat-olds may need some help
troy do these things, but encouragement and

fence wil4 make learning, quicker and more enjoyable
Or everyone. colding and criticizing a two-year7oId
struggling "th button*d'button hole can discourage
a very importa earning process.

Many children are hurt in accidents at home, yet many
hone accidents could be prevented. Someaccidents
could Be eliminated by removing their causes, while
others could be prevented.by.keeping in mind that
toddlers need const attention. They may not look.
"like they can move y; but they can get into
things and places where they don't belong at a moment's
notice. Since toddlers have more energy than sense,
make sure that there is nothing around the house that
might hurt them. Keep scissors, knives, and other
sharp objects out of teeth,. Put poisons, such as
cleaning materials andbug sprays in locked cupboards
or-out of reach. And dont forget that toddlers can
climb surprisingly high.

MENTAL AND LANGUAGE .DEVELOPMENT

Mental development and langauge development blend
together duringthis.period. The more a child sees,
hears, touches, and does, the more he or she has to
think and talk about. The more a child is able to say,
the better ablehe or she is to remember and think
-About things. Physical developtent also interrelates
with mental and language development: Physical devel-'
opment, particularly learning to walk, gives a child
the -means to explore and learn about, new things.

Adults can help: children develop by providing places
to explore; things to touch and see, and many sounds
and words to hear., Learning and language go together.
When a child discovers some new object; adults can
help the child learn new words to understand and
describe what they see and touch. .For example, "Apple,
that's an apple. You can eat it. Good...it:tastes .

good." ,

4

fi

There are several-ways in which you can-help children,
-learn t .Speak to.them clearly and distinctly

min shore.sentences. Don't ,talk too fast.or se baby
talk. Give them a good example to follow; oe-'they
will imitate-what they hear;
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Read to children,Aointing to familiar objects in'the pictures.
Begin with pic=es of only one or two objects and simply talk about.
fae7. A. their attention increases, toddlers like to listen to
simple stories, rhymes, and songs. Reding to little children gives
them a chance to hear more words and help g them match words with
objects and actions. Point out and name objects and'a.ctions in the
house and.yard, too. Get' in the habit of talking abo'ut,routind
th:1-ngs--trips to tha grocery store, the meal being cooked, flowers
in tie yard; or an airplane overhead; Comnonpl,ce ipingsare 'new.
and fascinating to young,children.

Dont.t.keep telling children to be
their efforts at talking, even if
to you. Sounds are-The beginning
child makes words.

quiet Er "shut up." Encourage
the:efforts'dOn:t sound like words
of speech and from sounds the

u

Don't keep '.correcting a child's speech. 'The important thing for
young children is to try to talk as best .they Can. Gradually they
will learn to pronounce words correctly and to speak in sentences.
But this takes time... The more pleased adults are with the child's
first efforts at talking, no matter how funny they might sound, the
quicker the 'child will begin to speak more clearly

Youngsters need support and encourIgement need to feel close
to their parents or other adult caregivers o that they'will:be free
to learn and grow. Love, afectiOn-,..and-suriport are the most ,

important ingredients for learAing in'a young chila.-

This period of learning to understand and learning to talk is
critical, for it forms the basis for later learning. The bubbling,
exploring child who is rewarded with words of encouragement and
adult attention will grow into an independent learner.:- The one
who is ignored, severely punished; or wbo receives no adult atten-.
tion may become a withdrawn unhe.,?y child who does not try to .

learn;

. .

a



SOCIAL /EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The guidance adults give toddlers has a great deal to
do with their social development. This is the time

- When they become aware that they are social beings,, and
that certain kinds of behavior are expected of theta in
certain situations. Love, understanding, 'and. consistent
expectations and behavior are very important in guiding
young children..

Encourage children when they try to do things. Praise
them and let them know that. -they should keep trying new
things.

Help children'learial to cooperate with-and respect. the
rights of othdrs. 'This may frustrate 'Children and some-,

times aven make,. them angry, but by being kind and fifth.
and 'ietting.reasonable limits, adults can help children
gradually learn- wtfat. is expected of th:em-.

Don't.becoMe -tense and :anxious just because young
children suddenly show they have minds of -their. own.
Two--year-olds- are often stubborn, ai-d disagreeable.
This doesn't mean there is \anything Wrong faith /them, or
that .the caregivers have done anything wrong... Remember-
that toddlers can get. around, but they are not old
enough. to be responsible for what they do. They need,
and will continue to need, adults toguide them awhile
longer!

I
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e patient. Sometimes children need to have the same things
peated over and over before they learn. 'Adults should realize-

everyone takes time tolearn new things, and toddlers are in the
process of learning many new things all at once. After all, these
,are little children. They are too little to reason with,-and they
don't like their play disturbed anyMore than, adults do! They don'i
like to be given-direct and frequent orders or to'be scolded. Tell
them what they should do--for example, "Stop pulling Jane's hair;
it hurts,"--then go pn to anew- activity. Make the point quickly

.and pleasantly.
4.-

. -

Use a positiveapproach. There are times when an adult must say
"No," "Don't" or "Stop." However, only saying "no" or "don't" does
not tell the .child what he or she should do. . FhicLexample, when
teaching .a toddler not torun. into the street, the adult must say.
"No" and "Dorilt." Streets are not the place.for fun and'games and
children must learn streets are dangerous. In addition to Saying'
no the-adult should s4 "Ito, don't ruil or lay in the street. Play
on the sidewalk or yard."' It is never too rly to show the chid
how and when to cross the street. For'a toddler, this means oN.37
with an adult. But don't expect the toddler to remember. Never
allow toddlers to play outdoors unsupervised.

.

.Don't leave toddlers alone or with a young child. They are an adult
responsibility. They can get about quickly, but they haven't learned
how to handle themselves. It isn't easy to know how much freedom to
give a child. Small children are ready.to explore, and they should
be. able to, but within the limits of good; sense.. What they need, is
a combination of care and encouragement to take their firtt saps
toward growing up. It is a good-idea for an adult to:keep an eye
On young children so they can step in and help when they are needed.

19



care centers'are becoming-more important in young
ildren's.lives as-more'and more. mothers .go to work.

If day care is needed, look fora center where the
staff provides warmth and oacouragement and enough
individual care to make the child feel wanted and
loved. 0-f course you will look around to see that the
tenter .is clean, that nutritious lunch and snacks are
served, and that the children have a chance to .play
and run about outdoors as well as liiten to stories-and
play o "they kinds of. activities indoois. Also look at
how the teachers and caregivers relate to the children.
Do .you see teachers holding and talking with the
children? Do the teachers sit or stoop down to 'the
children's level when speakirig with them? Also notice
the .children. Axe they.involved in constructive play_
or activities? Do they seem happy and excited about
what they-are doing? Some'children, even if they like
a day care center, will cling to a-parentin the morning
when they come and again when they axe picked up at the
`end of the day. They usually stop this in time or do
it only occasionally, especially when there is a -change.
in their daily routine. It *is Usually a-s4,ga that the
child wants to be close to the parent. ChOren need .

to be reassured. that they are loved and that their
parent will come back as promisec4

- .



ever -s ak away when children
therlOult-or-a sitter.: Tell the
antly when.you are leaving.and

it' isn't foreveronlya few hours;
long enough to get to the grocery store.

Children'who have been moved from one home to another
and who have lived, with adults who-didn't keep their
word need to build a trust/faith in adults. If there
seems to be a real problem, caregivers can help over
come it by showing they can be trusted. When the child
is left'with a sitter, for example,-it might help for
the foster parent to leave for a short time at first,
then return. Gradually the trust will cane.

Toddlers usually are very attached to their mothers.
It is a good idea to encourage other trusting relation
ships, especially with other family members--father,
grandparents, sisters and brothers, close friends.
This helps children learn to love and trust other people.
In this way -: they will have someone else to feel safe
with and not be upSet when the parent or caregiver has
to, go outs. Developing basic trust is important in the
healthy growth of a young child.

.



ildren, but aon't punish them: _PuniShment.
e an effective way -of stopping disruptive behavior,

but it does 'not' teach them what is appropriate. Firm
but loving guidance -is 'helpful and necessary. If. you
must discipline a- try to make the discipline
relevant or in Line with the behavior you want t6.
correct. For example; if a child throws a, glass of
milk, handing the 'child- a mop or sponge in 4 firm but
controlled manner .and telling the child to-clean' it up
would -be much more effective. than scolding or spanking
Remember also that teasing is -often inappropriate for
young children. They often do not understand and may
take what you say seriously,

Withyour-love and understanding, the children in
L'"--are will grow, to be loving, social preschoolerS-

..-
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III IDENTIFYING
-AND\HANDLING PROBLEMS

The period from la months to three years is a critical' time of
growth in all areas. It is also one of the most uneverr periods of
development. While uneven development is-normal, adults should be-
aware of. the possibility of problems, know -what to look for, and
learn how to handle problems that arise.

.-In general, there are some steps which should always be taken. If
you are a day home motheie or .worker teach.or.work in a
child care centers, you shduld first ofall' check with .the mother
or legal giiardia describe your observations, and suggest that the
child be seen by nurse or :a physician:, If you are a foster parent
or-legal-uardian, yOu should contact the physician. If you ,do ;not
have a family phys tiara or if- this would present-a financial burden;
ask the licensing worker; case Worker, or local health-department
for help.

;

Keep in mind also, that-a physician sees a child-for only a brig"
time and may not be aware.. of symptoms which indicate a problem-.

_ Therefore, it is very important to write down any probIeins that -

you ,obServe, noting when they occur and under what cdnditions.
.

-Following are some' things to look_ for in children between the. as
of 18 months and three years.- Included are suggestions for what
to do if there seems to be a problem.

1100%46.



,
PHYSICAL' PROBLEMS,:

Many of the problems of children either correct them
selves or Can, with patience, be remedied, in a short
time. There are certain indications,. however, that a
child:should be.thoroughly examined by a physician:-
Some of these signs include:

. Not-scooting about or exploring by the age of.2

Not making any effort to scoot about and explore
around the house and yard may indicate a physical
problem.

. Acting tired and lethargic,-arely getting into
things.

Children who are like this much of the -time may have
a dietary deficiency or a chronic physical problem
that needs attention. Ifthey suddenly become this
way, it, may mean the beginning of an illness.

. Not reaching for colored objects or responding to
pretty flowers _or furry puppies. -

These symptoms, along with bumping-inta things and
hesitancy in exploring-, mar point to a vision problem.

. Eyes don't focus together

Needs evaluation tY an ophthalmologist_ tO ermine-
any serious eye problem:exists.



eft their name is called or reactin

A child who does not react to the doorbell or tele-
phone ringing or when other children run noisily
through the room may have a hearing problem.

. Cold 'sore throat, Or high feve-

Todalers cab. suddenly deyelop colds, sore throatS,
and high fevers. Always check with a doctor when
children seem ill or feverish. Thig-way-adults can
give them the proper care and help them recover filly
and quickly.

Children develop a great-deal ba physically and men-'
tally in this age period.. Because of this'it7is_'..

especially important not to verok what could be a
serious problem. After a t:2oUgh checkup-, the doctor
may, ay there is nothing, among.,. or may be able to explain
what e problem is and'wha.can be done to correct or
take care of it. .t :

'44-'0,,,...-4-#1.57. .fps'
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MENTAL /LANGUAGE PROBLEMS

w

- There is a wide age range in which children first begin to
talk: There'is no reason for alarm if a iwo-yeJ-old isn't
talki three-year-old isn't telling long stories. ,HoW-
ever lack of speech by three may mean that something is
wron Possible symptoms or causes -include:.

. Not ,responding, to words or..sounds.

.. Ynability tb4MItate-Words. Or .sounds.

4- This may indicate a.hearing problem whic can,affect 1
guagedevelqpment.

tis

. Slowneks in using words and understanding what is said.

This may indicate a learning or mental probleM.

Children-whose families. don't talk to one another
except to issue.ordars or commands, usually are':
slow in learningto talk.

If there is a problem, often the doctor dab' do
that the child-can develop more
physician may recommend special
the bestplace for- the child to

to correct it so
Other times, the
child or ,suggest
help needed.-

hat is
normally.
care for the
receive the



SO,CAL/E.MOTIONAL. PROBEEMS.

All yoting-'children get angry when they are stopped .from doing..
whit-they want to do. Many throw temper, tantrums, kick, bite,
and otherwise act ,aggressive. This may be caused by a variety
of 'reasons.

. Refusing to ear ail& making -a big flis at mealtime.

This often happens
than they want, or
rest of the family
ActiOns like these

Resisting going to

When adultS4and
by unpleasant meal
quarrels or. shouts
can make the child

that:children eat more
times in which. the .

or doesn'r-talk. at all.
tense and anxious.

bed or taking_ a nap.

Most children fuss
and carries on for
a problem.

No exploration.

Being afraid to move about zry new things:and just
sitting and watching the world go by.

. Resisting toilet- training. ,

If 1y age three toilet training has-turned into a battle--
between parent and child, this should be checked:

once in awhile, but if a clilcreams
a long time eadh night, ther"--could be

41111". 00.'
IS I
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ee,is a Problem, the doctor may be able t6 correct
it or to. help ''you flrid the proper help. Keep in mind :-.
when dealing with young children that different children
react to strict discipline inslifferent ways -Don't be
.00 severe, scolding all the'time of expecting too much
of a small child. Some. children may become afraid to
try' anything new, while others may becoue rebellious
and tense and against everything.- If children are
seldoth praised but frequently criticized, .'r if they
are p shed or toldtto,!eb the same thing again and-,
again, th may baCkoff from any,kind of learning .and
cooperation

47.
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SUMMARY
Perhaps the most important thing adults ca4 do for young
children 'IS:give love, affection, and Secin-i-Ey. Children
Want to knotithey are lovevd and' cared for even: why they ,

',. have just spilled the third glass breakfast.fTmilk at. break. A
. posititte, lovingAt-titude-can go a long way in helpirrg. ,

children develori.iantOphysically and mentally healthy .; Z:
'...t.

,...,,--
...paople.. Early-experiencesplay aniMprtant part in the

!way.Children react to other people. It is the.h6Meand.
family life, the feektngof_being loved and warited;,of::,
belonging,- that-.get-children off-to a good start: Children-
in foster homes need this.love and acceptance even more than
otherchil.dren.'-lhey:may have missed.this in their earlier
experiences. By- providing theloveaccept7
.ance,-'and:guidance a'youngchild needs,, adult caregivers
will be.helping children grow into compe'ent, happy,and
successful adults.

71:
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TEST l*R,KNOWLEDGE:-
1'

"ake this"test.bdth before .and after studying this module to
-*

-'11aVe learned. An answer key ,is at the .bottom.7:::. -'.:-% .-

--. .1,.... ....,-;..:

.;

see What you'

Read each question.and circle all the correct answers. THERE IS MORE THAN
ONE CORRECT ANSWER FOR SEVERAL_ OF THE"-MULTIPLE CHOICE-ITEMS.

1. Trrue gilSe
children is quite uneven. e /

From 18 montilsOto three years the development of most

2: 'Between 18 and 24 months children lean-1, to:

3.

A. Kick a ball C. Walk forward and sideways.:
B.- Sit down easily in a 'D. Jump up and down in one place

small chair E. Walk downstairs

True False When eating, m)st two- ear -olds mix ,all their foods
. together:.

, True false "Between the ages of one and three' years, children eat
less and gain less weight than they did as infants.

True

'True False Girls develop faster than boys.

True False By: the age Of 21/2 or 3-most young children are developing
an understanding of time.

False Most children have their temporary or baby teeth by-
the time they.: are two years old. -

.

. If a'child rk-rely, gets. into things and showt-no exploration, it could be:
a-sign of:

A. A.physical proble
B. A mental/langua.geIP'roblem.
C. A social / emotional prole

-

If a child consistently does not respond to sound;

. A physicalproblenvJ .

A mental/language problem
C. A social/emotional, problem

, f

t could be a sign2of.

0



Module VII -

THE GROWING CHILD

r'

FROM THREE THROUGH FIVE YEARS.
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Chess, Stella, Thomas, Alexander,'. and Birch, Herbert G. - Your child is a
Person. New York: The Viking Mess. 1965.

Dodson, Fitzhugh:. How to Parent. Los Angeles, California: :Nash Fublishing;
1970,

-

Dreikus, Rudolf-. Coping ..with Children s Misbehavior: .A Parenze
New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc. 1972.

Elkind, David. A sympathetic Understanding of the Child: Birth., to 16.
Boston.; Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.. 1974

_ .

Felker, Evelyn H.-, Foster Parenting "Young Children: Guidelines from.
a Foster Parent. New York, New York: -Child Welfare League of
America, 67 .Irving Place.

Designed for persons anticipating 'becoming foster parents for children
around the age of two, this book provides information on assessing
-yourself for foster care and welc.oming the foster child-, _coping
with problems, discipline. Inf6rmation on agencies and relationShIps
with the child's natural parents are included.

Jaimes, Mnriel:and'4ongeward, DorOthy. Born tO'Win: Transactional-.Analysis-
-with GagtaliTaxperiments.: Reading, Mass: Addison- Wesley Co.; J971._

Jenkins, G.G. , -and Shacter, 'H.S. These Are Your Child en., ,Glenyiew,-Ill.:
Scott, Foresman and'Company, 1975.

McCandless; Boyd . Children: Behavior and. Devel-opment , New- York Holt ,

RinPbart and.Winstonk, 1967.

Mussen., Paul Henry, Conger, John Janewa.y, and Kagan, Jerome. Child
..sDevelopment and Personality.' New York: Harper and -Rowit. 1974.

Sarason,: Erwin G., Lindner, Karen C. , .Crnic, -Keith. for .-Foster
Parents. New York: Human Sciences: press.: '1976. "."

Smart, Mollie'S. and Smart, Russel; C, Children: 'Development and Relationships.
New 'York, New York: Macmillan publishing company. 1972.

1. This textbook on child growth and development covers period of
infancy through adolescence. Divided into sections .on infancy, pre-
_school age child, school age child; and adolescence, each section
covers various aspects such as personality, physical-, intellectual;
and social development. Also includes chart on common' childhood
diseases, immunizations/ Also include's charts on n.umber 'of children
under. age14. =

-

-2. An excellent chapter on physical development, health and coordination
of adolescents j.s incladed as well as charts on common childhood
diseases, immunizations, height and weight tables, and dietary information.
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Module VII

t;THE GROWING -CHILD

From Three Throu .h Five Yearsq

The
.

years frOm thre rough five are often called
the "runabout years-." This is the time when '
children are no--longer babies or toddlers, but they

--are pot quite ready to setti4,down school.
ildien are very busy, exploi-inbanet-tryingeveiy-
lig with never ending.energy..and activity: They

wane to learn all there is to know- about their
worid, and the things they see and eXperience in the
world will be itaportant to them, when they 'start school.
Thereis a lot of difference be.tween' a child wSo,is
just three,. and a child- ho is.a1most- sixa lot Of
grOT..7i9,g, up.

4
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HYSICALDEVELOPMENT
,childrengrow- slowly -and .venly fron2-.three through five,
growing two-97.'three, inches a and gaining three-to,:six

..pounds. Thriee--.thaikfour-year-blds still need an 'afternoon
rap; but tfieY may not agree:: They .may not slvec. Most are

.; content ,Eci -rest or play quietly for? an hour or''sa. Some
five-year-olda fi ve.outgro ttrei--r- naps, but they need a

-7N-quiet- time in t middle o -daY. Three- to fiire7Srear-
-.-b-lds usually need 8 to 10 hoUrs of sleep.....Some _children

may -n!...ed _extra'. sleep' e. ,- 11 12 hoursi-, "*. but an equal
.."-number-require,8 or leas -(especi lly if the'Y-take a nap in

the /afternoon at a. day,'dare facility which is ,often 2 hours
anger)... In day care settings, few children fail to .,

-nap.i if a- good* atMosphere. is set. Rest rather than sleep
may. be emphasized- for 'some:



e-Year--olds can do -many more, thing's than tWo-yearrolds.
o-Year-olds are -still to ddlers---roly poly; cuddlY, :clumsy.

:Three-year-oids begin--to. ose -their baby. :cuddl.iness, -and

they .get around with fewe falls. They can climb
alternatink- their . feet, and ride a- triaycle. They can feed
t4emselVes = without spilli too mtich, 'pour 'from a pitcher,

even put on. their own shoes. They've "learned how to
alk and run" slowly -and quickly and=tura corners doing

-both. They, can-climb- and 3unP..and. race with little awk--
waidness: Muscle deVelopment and hand/eye coordination:
isn good enough for- them: to, draw; pictures or do, other
"small" things, but they lOve .finier:paintii;g and using
a medium-sized brush to Make broad strokes and. splashes of
color on papen. Some -can put large-beads on'stria,gs or
st blocks.

.1*



--;
ear-olds are bigger and s.turdier, and their play IS

n more energatic, active; and noisy than it was when they
e -three. They can climb over everything in sight=-boxes;

barrelsi :ladders, _trees; the :living ,,room -Couchanything
between.them and the.other. side. ;Playgrounc$eqUipment
an exciting world -for-experimenting. They'll find every
possible way. of -doming down -a slide. :.They Can: make them-.
-selveS-: go '1%Igh-er" on swings now, and they -can. hang by: tfiele
knees from.rings and bars or turn. somersaults. 'Somersaults
are practiced 'everyWhe Both three- and fouryear-olds
like to compete one ther to see who scan climb or

year-old.s,,can dress and undress themselves, b
jump the highest or 'ride the r, tricytles' the _f astest.

rush
.

their teeth; and eat most fo d without help.' Their small:
muscle doordination still not well developed, So tying
theii shoes isn't as e as lacing them, but they can do
more things than th could a year ago. They can' 8.14
with a blunt pair df scissors and cblor or, paint pictures
that begin to look like real things. Doing all these'
things helps children develop the physical skills that. they

Ss C
c

,
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-OLDS
c

-.Olds 'are still on the 'go, but th y,'are not as
stless as four-year-olds.- They play jus as hard, but

their play seems to be mores. organized. .7 ...37 can --Stand --

and.balance on one foot, and =they can jump and skip. They
like to run, skip; dance, az climb; and they 1\ can ride

.-' their tricycIes-"with no LS'ro lems. They like to pull and --,.-

.`push' wagon ds experiment' with the different ways they
.....

. can do 'things as -pulling-them with tricycle, They
build special _cli ing things out of boxes .ate -boards''..tb

show how brave skillful,they_ are . Fj:ye-year.-olds

learn to throat and catCh..large- balls: At this age, some
chy.dren can do these things,.sooner and.better thane others
because some just aevelop.more quickly than "others. At
five, large muscles are-still better' cpordinated-t

\\ their small muscles, and their hand/eye coordination is not
yet completely developed. Girls and boys are, about the
same size, but girls are better -developed and sometimes do
zhings _better. Five- ryea-olds usual 1 y use either. their
right or their left hand most of the time for eating or
Coloring. e-yeai-cads are very independent. They want-
to wash themse'- 7-- s,- feed themselves (with a spoon and fork
and maybe even.-Using. a knife),.= and they insist on dressing
themselves, except for tying shoes and _doing the small '

buttons ..and snaps. They need help there.. --- --\_,..,

-
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_ LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Three- =to -five- ..like%to talk, and as they
grow . they h longer and more complicated :con1.7ei-=.
satiOns :each Year. They- learn . from- 5_00 to -600_':
Words ette-i-y. year and can understand more -cords
than7the use.

'Three- year - olds" can talk in shortl.sen.iences., under-.
stand 'simple directions, arid. 7.anitell rfedpre what
they want pr how they feel., gpme three-ear--(olds-
are" difficult to understpand, but by the time they
art.four they usual 1 y can sp eak:" clearly . Certain
sounds may be hard to- make, saying "mudder" for
"moth4r" or "10'ewy" for "very." -.This usually clears
up without special .help by the time-.children start
repeatingzwords, or stuttering.. Again, they usually
.outgrow thia in a. -short time..



.t. ,

ear-olds use, wor to express -ideas and feelirigS.;
met es they use..wor to settle argunents:With. their
aymates instead io tIng or grabbing.:,Teople_ont.

ide the _family. generally can understand what' four- -
;:year -olds say They can say the firSt:_sou4c1 of mo t-
words right except for_ a few letters..,,that are bad
f6r. them... The most:common 1.3FablemS are with s, _r, v,
1,' sit,. ch, and. th.: Four-year -olds also like to _listen
to and repeat stOaes, especially abOut.themselves --,

and their families. They like nonsense rhymes and
,jingles; siniple, poems and songs. They also like to
play with words 'just to see how they soundsilly
words, and nonsense words that rhyme. They can make
up' simple stories and tell about objects in pictures,
and they love to ask questions that never seem to
s top.

Ive-year-old can be chatterboxes. They talk about
verythIng they 9ee, Aiking questions and wanting
swers,. They can speak cleerly and uSe-longer

tefices. They'-Can- answer questions and delight'
telling favorite stories over and over again.
paltient and listen to them. Remember to enjoy:
king wiehfive-yea*-olds,- not always at them.

Young imaginations are cre ive and exciting and
need to be encouraged.



MENTAL DEVELQPMENT

During these years, children learn to waderstand their world,
and they,,groW in their ;ability to think. An example of
differences between three and fire is in their use of
numbers.

Three7year-olds can. numbers b
-actually 'count objects.

. .
. .

-Four-year-oIds can unt three objects, pointing at
_theta as they co t ut loud _

- year--olds can count up to 10 objects.. They can
_ al o name colors., and they can start and finish things

such-.as cutting...out pictures and pasting ttyem on a
_large piece of paper.r.

t usually -can.'

Three- year -olds learn a great deal from seeing'and imitat--
ing- others, through play-,. and through their natural a
curiosit . They'..are curious about everything. /Ail .
-itapcirt part-of their earning is in exploring" and .....

finding lout' fol. therasalv . They want to find: out about ,
things or themselves, ndt'7' to.4-1a-NT. grown,u.ps :tell them !-'`

,

.. . every ng-,..-° Children-. donAt'..1ea.rn--by just _looking.- - They -I. , ''IT :, ..

all learn by touching, hearing and ;trying, "arid-. they, '''-sk-
--,citiestions,. They begin I:earning:about sole things..fthat --- ,-- ,-
they can't" see; such as ltrust,`and -abciut-tbiia'-gs' that
-takeplace- in ,their world, -such' as" birth and death,

/:



FOUR-YEAR-OLDS
Four - year -olds: can be quite inventive They,are
able to remember and think- about things in'Itheir
mind. This ability can be seen in the way they
make up games aboUt cowboyt or.nurses or doctors or
pilots. They-like play-aCting, imitating the.World.,
around them; they like to build thingi, to expe'riment.

Sometimes children- in-this age group confuse what is
real and. what isn't. This-is especially true aboUt".
teleVlsion. So many T.V. programs seem real that
it is cilfficult for children to un4erstand that
some of what they see is nmke believe.

Z., ;4'.
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ar-olds are almost school children: They are
more ,grown up than three-y_ear-olds. Now they're.

ady fOr kindergarten, a.littl-scared, but nonethe-
less,, eager to go. They can spend more time on one ..

activity.. Their attention span is longer. -They.still
like most of the things eh.4t yourtger.children
b4ocks , paint, flay, tools, puzzles, and they can use
them-better.. In painting, for example, they put in.
mote.details,, such. as a door and window's in a house,
or eyes and nose and. mouth on a person. They like
to take their paintings home and show thein off.
They like stOries.even better than they used to
Favorites are about things .(trucks; planes, rockets);

(theirown and others, nontraditional" as
well as the traditional two; parent family) ; Children

-.from

other places; 'and situations in which children
have ,prOblerns to work out They also like imagina-
tive stories and funny ones. In addition to looking
at the pictures, five-year-olds may begin to look.
at the letters and.try to figure out the words.



5'
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SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL. DEVELOPMENT

Through these years, children gradually learn to get along with
more people.- Before age three,' children are usually with -adults .

and just a fewher children Many three-year-olds go to -day.
care centers or play in:the 'netghborhood with other children.
In-this way they learn to interact with,more people. -

.Three- year -olds are easier to get along with than two's, who 4.,
may. say no ,to everything.. They understand words well enoih
to follow simple directions;: and they are more interested
new' activities. They s till get'upset when things. don' t go
their way., but they don't usually have temper tentrumS: Instead
of hittingttheir sisters or brothers or playmates when they are
angry," they are-more likely to ,use words. to show their anger.
"I don't" like you" or "go :awe?' .may take care of it

People are important to three-year:olds. They ,like -to 4:-lay with %., .

-other children,' but they still like to have a parent oil adult
,,

around to help them feel safe and secure. The adult is there
for another purpose--to help -Children -learn ,tiow to play,. how to 5...
share, and how to .settle-'arguments.. Three'vearrolds do not yet
understand -playing with .other children. - ildren may welder
-off from their playmates, not because they are angry -or,upset
but because th 'ye lost interest in what is going on. .,

Three-year-olds are learning to take turns, and will wait _in lin
to 'go- down the slide or get a drink- at the fountain. They're
-also learning to'asc for, something they 'want instead .of just
taking it By .three-and-a-half,- ctildren'sometimes4et whiney
and are :hat as pleasant as they were. . Many like to -tease their
older brothers and sisters, but they get along well with younger
ones. Childrew.this-age may have an imaginary playmate, and
their sense of self continues to. increase.



Ok

ar-olds become more adventurOus and more independent.
like to play in their yards, but they may wander down

block to see what's going on, or, want- to go a_ fri'end's
e to play.. They boadt and brag and make a lot Of_ noise -

and like to play-with 'other children in small groups.' They
play, well with boys and girls, but often flaVe'a'best friend
f the same sex, possibly because they like to."Play the

same-things. .
Four-year-olds are n ne callers, and when they get angry
they , are likely to _t 11 a friend,. "I don't want to 'play with
you anymore." ;They need less supervision tlian,they did at
three, and they don't run to mother nearly as often as they
used to-. .

They like to play with other Children; but they still turn
to adults for comfort and are very attachedj.6 them. 'At
times, though, they argue with adults and resist. their
suggedt-ion's. They want to be more,kdeipeiicient,' but whgn :
they're sick or tired, they want t6fise babied and-helped.



(

-
ear-olds are Vetter able to play with other children: They

y- best together in groupa- of -two to five,' taking. turns and
erstanding that 'certain toys: belong to certain children. They
Illy 'play with both older and younger brothers and sisters or

other children. They generally get along well with adults.- .

Five-year-olds -are even more independent that faur-year-oldi.
They like to .do things for themSelves, such as washing_ and
dressing and eipeciaLly being trusted to go on errands like
going to a grocery -store for something. .Five-year-olds will -,

follofq directions faithfully and be very proud when they come
hOme -from e -store. This new independence means the childien
are takilig ome responsibility for their own actions,. such as':
setting the le and- learning the difference between 'ght and
wrong. Five-year-olds like to do what-is expected of them, and
they want to fit into their home-and social environment:

Things come into lia`ance for, five-year-olds. /It is a good age-
.,

1)r--children to attend kindergarten, beCause they are ready to.
go to kindergarten. They dawdle less than four7year-olds an.d
they like to finish what they start. Thet ask fewer qUestions,
but the. ones they "isk are_mszre - specific. IFive7year-olds are
,growing up as healthy and responsible 'human beings.

/6 ao
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WHAT-CHILDRENNEED DULTSArROM
.

.Three- to five-year-olds are in 'perpetual ,,motion. Just keeping
up with them seems to take all thy' anew the adult caregiver is
able to find. It is 'a very creative and exciting period of
growth, and there are a number of things an adult caregiver can,
do to stimulate health ,growthphysically, mentally, and socially*/
epotionally.

Children catch more communicable diseases' at these ages than
they do at any other time in their lives. All children should
get immunizations (shots) to keep them from getting the
traditional" ch-ildhood diseases such as iniimps,, measles, rubella
(German measles), 'tahooping cough, ana Cuts and bruises
and scraped knees and noses happen to all three- to five-vear-
_olds.' Fire and drowning are causes of serious injury and death.

Regular physical checkups at least 'once a year ansf. , important.

The social worker or the county -medical association can provide
. the names of :'a medical clinic or doctor if necessAry.' Both
parents- and..caregivers should keep record of the Immunization
children nave.: had to know which ones are still .needed.. Youngstdrs
will need this infOrmatiOn when -the3i start firS't grade.

a rte_
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.PHYSiCAL DEVELOPMENT

Children need good, nourishing steals three times a day, as well
as-midmorning and midafternoon snacks.- Growing children need.
a well-balanced diet that includes proteins, vitamins, minerals,
and carbohydr-ates. Meals do not have to itnclude expensive food,
but they should have plenty of milk and other dairy prod4cts:.
meal, fish, chicken-, eggs; peen and yellow vegetables; itruit;
and cereals. Three- to five-year-olds may not eat a lot at
any one time, but they should be offered a balanced meal at
breakfast, lunch,, and dinner. Atcsnack time try to get them in
the habit of eating healthy snack 'foods such as milk, fresh'_
fruit, and raw. vegetables. They have no real need for junk
food and sweets, such as sodas, chips, candy, or cookies-.

Children peed plenty of rest _during these years. It helps to
have a pl ned bedtime so that children get used to going to.
bed aroun the same time each night. They need rest or quiet
play during the day too. Children (especially those in day ,care),
must have a quiet;, comfortable. place where they can lie- down-
'Children in this age group often .need reassurance that they will
be .awakened the end of their rest if they go to sleep. Note:
Some children cannot discriminate between sleep and death or,do
not 'realize that sleep has a predictabre endthis leads to many
fears and resistance of sleep. -.Three-year-olds will .'probably
fall asleep, but four- and five-year-ol-ds may 24ke to look at
books or play with a piizzle or, quiet toy. When --ildren .go to
'afternoon kind arten, 'Plan a time for quiet play "before lunch
s,o they will ted when they -leave ,school.



.
Children must -importanttaught mpbrzatt habits of cleanliness during
thes.e years.. ,ftelp them learn to wash their .h-ands and face and to
give themselves a bath and brush thei,teeth.1 -By five; children

,.should be abfe to do these things; .althoUgh:- they probably w5,.11
need an occasional_ reminder to make sureshey db.

1 En ourage children to play outside, to run,. juiiip, climb and
:"all the thingi that three-. to fiveyearolds love ta'ado. Th-4
15lay is,.,really an important part of learning, for it helps build

- large ,motor_ skills. VithoUt these skills, -children lag behind
their:agemates in social_ development and:in how they feel about
themselves. physical play is a-big-part of the normal p14 and
social activities_ in this :age group. Sometimes children don' t

_learn-how to do certain- skillS because- adults are overprotective
or finds it quicker: and easier.: to do 'thin& 'themselves. Encourage
children to put; on their_ on clothes or get "rr.'dy for bed by
themselves instead- of always doing, these things for _then.

, At.
_ first children often, put clothes on, backwards or, button theme

but practice and help and, patience; they will become
Are skillful and teel 'very "grownup."
Prevent accidentS.by keeping. cleaning materials. and other pOisons

,.

locked up or -out of reach. -Teach children basic 'safety rules,_

,such:as--not,ruuning'into the street, not playing with matches,
and putting wheel:jtoys away so people won't trip over them. Let
your children take "swimming lessons as soon as the public swim-

-, ming program for their age group begins. Knawing how to swim
eould, prevent many o'f, the drownings that occur every

1;6



LANGUAGE .DEVELOPMENT

P, Encourage language dev,glopment by let g children talk about
what they have been doing el.r what they ave seen, Listen t' What
they Say. -Let children heir talking among ,others, in the f ly.
and with frieitds. Childrell from homes-where adults.don't talk
to one another or to theii children have trouble expressing them-
selves. It's.eaiy.to_think of things to say to children. Talk

, about everything. ."See the ball bounde," "What a pretty red
flower,'* 'Let's have carrots for. lunch,today," Such simple
sentences help the child learn, and they help adults learn to
have-warm communication with their childrefi.

Meals_are ,ocid conversation time. Meals should be pleasant
for the en re family or gioup. Everyone can learn by exchanging

J.ideas through conversation through communication.
/,

-

Children can learn, different, sounds fr ature--a running 5tream,
rain .fitting the roof, wind blowing throqg th&etees.- Children
can aho learn sounds from'common.Materi tambourine made
r.om wo.p.r plates stapled iogether. an fl led with beans or

'gEavet1; or glasses filled to different levels 'th, water to make
diffdtent bell sounds'when lightly tapped. Si g is a happy

_thing for children and-they can learn from it. In addition
to deCieloping language and tone, it brings people.together.



;..
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Encourage children to talk about what.- they wanti how they 3

feel, what they nave done, seen., or hear, 'and-whgt they ;
want to do. Communication.: in.E tis both giving Slid receiving
information-. It involves at, least two pedple , one to talk

..k-
and one to understand and resPond. Children nee,d listeners, s

and, adults must show they are interested in listening.:

Youngsters like to hear stories, and reacting to them
provides language and intellectual stimulation as well
as pleasure. There are many good books at the public
library for .young children. The librarian can help
choose books children will like. t children choose
books for thems' elves. Try not to et books that. have
.stories about witches or monsters that might scare three--
or four-year-olds. Five-year-olds may find Lem exciting
as long as they know they are make - believe.,. When reading
a'story, encourage children to turn the pages and to 'look
at the pictures. Learning to- like books is one of the first
steps in learning to read.

'Tell stories. Children like to hear stories about them-
selves, their families, and their playmates. Sometimes
adults can talk about interesting or funny things they
did when they were little or that someone Ise 'in the
family did. Both adults and children sh uld enjoy these
.storyz-telling sessions.



Adults can help children by pr iding man
to learn., Children.,learn, in any" diffeke

Playing with many things and. people. :sr

. Exploring and using- thei

,

r senses of emell' tast and
: '

touch as well as seeing and hearing ..).

Watching and imitating ethers

. Being guided by an adu

Play is an important way of lea sing. Using_ common sense, tr to
let children play what they want to, so long as the play is safe

..,

and doesn't interfe with otheys.- Encourage their ideas. Criticism
will only limit tife3.4 initiative and imagination and take away their-
desire to arn.

.

Give children stimulating things to "play with.- These do not have
.,

'to be expensive toys. Use things around the house to make all
kinds of toys. Let the children help make them. F..mPtrminc cartons.
and egg cartons, scraps of material,;pieces of wood, old tires,
magazines, all can-be turned i-n.to new exciting .play ihings. There
are boOks at the library' that tell about making In ensive, toys:
Parents and day, caregivers can share,ideas.and the llection of
materials. Let them have fun with crayons and pain , clay, safe
totls,.. and scraps of wood. Don' t,get upset if the, don4t finish.
wiiat they start or -if' the don.'t A a very godd jab. The important

,:..-=thing is the- satisfaction children get from the act of creating,:
not necessarily from the finished broduct.. '



prink -new zexperiendes is a. way for shildren. to- -find things put
forthethselves (again within the limits of ,safety:and,good sense).
Describing how good'bread .smells while it is baking isn't the -same .,
as smelling it, first hand. Help children learn--by letting them helP>
bake-, or lstrting- them make things. EnCourage -them to try to do
sOmething,vand if 'it doesn't work, to try again.. This will help
.them learn that trying' again can help them do better next time
They can learn that mistakes are a natural part of. learning: -Put-.
ting.-a puzzle together, trying first one piece and then another
until they find the right one, is 'a good example ofiis.

Imitation is another way children learn. Let children -help you,-.,-;

-owith chores around the house or in the center. These are other
types ofsilearning experience for young children. Three- and four-
year-olds can. help set the table, make the bed, and empty waste-
baskets. They can also be responsible, for picking up toys at the
end "of the day.' They may not do -tb.ings as well ...is 'adults, but

remember neet' to judge them by ad.kstanda.rds. Instead, tell
them what a good job they have ciOne and thank 'them for helping.
They will learn from the experience and, with encouragement, they
will :be eager to 'try. again

Zw":411:-
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smother :way- to help:
children' like to do

t-ireat guidanze.Tor. instruction is
- -There are-a '4Umber thints that
that will helb themaear:n:

, playing singing &Names

Dram tic play, including-a ti;:
iltating members of the
television' characters, playin

',the ,stOre' or the':d4,ktor

rhynies,

out stories,
or friends or
pretend-visits' A

Col, ecting,things from nature, 'such as different
kinds bof leaves or Socks Ar other things that do
not .cosh anything and that can be found in the
yard 'or on walks to the park or playground.
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, ;Sb.CIALlEMOTIONWDEVEhOPIVIESIT

Children learn.: social- beha.yi rpm Iwkat.7theee. adultl. and
,.

others do and from the"-i4y, they are treated either. than frbm
being ,told what to do.. - Telling ar-child. "You must not hit?

is not' veryvery effective i-the child sees .an adult hit others
or if ttte child 'has beeil hit b adults:.

.

Children in foster hoMeS ometimes,come from ',where

there was no adult to tr s_ t and where cUriosity-Waska,-;"no-no."'
Theseckildren.need extra lOye and'repeated reassuranCq that
th...V are free to explore, O ,ask:que#ions, to They Et

need encouragement so that ey will not be afraid to -try. .

Attitude are.more difficult to lain thgn. how somethitg
,

works. 'Toting children. particularly. those who have lost a
parent, :aft Concerned abut death-. Others- want tb
about ,religion, or why they keep fiviN with different.
families. It is? best to answer only their specific ques-
tions.. When a child ,is ready po know more, he or shp will
ask about more. Try to bt truedul and at the same time
warm and affectionate. Childreh should feel free to talk
About these.complicated things. a . f .



.,Children learn many- things,. through televiSion.: When childree
.Watch. TV, adults should watch with, them. Help _them 9derstand-

what they see on television sos-they, can know the difference_'
-betias `iswhat .s 'real and what is "makerbelieve.', Answer their

-- questions; and talk together about . th e.peograms. Help them :

', dekrelop th el vaiues that are iimpamani; not I just thoSe that-
appear in a .cops _and robbers HOT7,.. .

1

I . *
: :. .. 0* ,

.. .
, . 4- ,_ .Beds meCan be an importakt:t time for adults and" children.

Adul i pan help by sPending `Come quiet time, vitY.L.the .ch-ild
each enter:Ling . ...Thre67year-alds- 13ke a, bedtime -routine. They'
may ke,-the same toy or blap.ke toed<anci Want, a- story: )
and a goodnight kiss eVerynight, in the seine Srder.-..

. By fou , though,, they' like a-parent to pyt thenr to bed. The
routine .uctially does& t blue , to be the same every eireninsg.,
Three-year-rirldls are sometimes -restless',during. th night.

'..They May' get up to wander around.* crawl into bed with a
") parent: For the next. two 3earS, tf)eyggenerally sleep thiough'.
q the night, and if.,they need to go to the bathroom; they cane-..

-'get up and go by themselves. ,...,



is : can elp the Child w is leaving home to attend a day.
care cent , kindergarten, or first"grade-for the first time."
Some chi ren accept change very easily while others do not.

'414.

of the important things to do are:
. ,

.:Take children for a physical checkup-to be sure they'are
in good health. Get the immunizations, or -shots, rthat
the doctor recommends to pre_ vent many of the contagious
diseases of childhood. -

--
Teach children some of -the basic skills such a:s.dr.eSsing

\ and taking care of their own belongings.
\

. leach children": their address and phone number. Youngs te-S
usually are proud co learn this information: It :gives them,
a 'sense of identiteand belonging.. It is import4nt form
to "knoW these things in case they get lost or, in .trouble. e.

Some ../

c_ .

Take ,dhildren to visit the center or schogl and-meet the.- -.teacher. I .

. -- (
If children tcry on the first day or hold back, reasVrt.
them.ou'llecome back at -a specific, time.. __Don't sneak -- .

'away. 'if posaz-ble, parents should stay aT..ihkly(- tile-a
say goodbye. gently yet firmly and tlien/leave.

thanare they'll be, fine as .sopn"as they that th,er
are all kinds of new and exciting things to do and s

"'s 4. ,
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Being alert to possible signs:4, trouble in,growing children is

)

very important. :Even-more important is etting the proper care
for children who hie problems. Adult ,caregivers Usually are
able to help e,children; but if the problem calls for profes- .

sional heIp,, e.adult shOuld act quickly to find the best source.
Immeditte treatment is vital in/111 areas of development.

This section provides some specific things to look for that might
indicate problems, along with some suggestions oh what to do if
there seems tOtbe a problem. It is divided into three areas of
development: physical problems, language/mental problems, and
social-emotional problems.

26

In general, there are some steps which should always be taken. If

you are a day home mother or work in a child.care center, you should
first of all check with the mother or legal guardian, describe your
observations&and suggest'that the child be seen by a nurse or a
physician.

If you are a fosta'parent or legal guardian, you, should'contact.
the physician. If you do not have a family-physibian or if this
would present a financial burden, ask the licensing worker, case
worker, or local health department for-help.

.Keep in mind that. a physician sees a child for only a brief time
and may not be aware of symptoms which indicate a problem. There-
fore, it is' very important'to write down any problems you may

- observe, noting when they occur and under what. tond.itions. The 44441

sooner many problems are found, the sooner the Caregiver cali'start

doing-the right kinds of things tovresolve them, or to help the
child accept and learn to kive with,tile special problem.

'Just because a child once or twice shows one of the symptoms described
in the following pages dies not mean that anything is wrong. When
-tlie symptoms occur severattimes or are long lagting, however, the
child should be seen by a phystqan

1'
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There are a number of signs-that indicate a child between
the ages of three and 'five may not be developing as well as
he of she should. These have to dowith:

How a child looks

poor or strange posture, such as never standing
up straight or always leaning tO one_side.

- standing with legs- or hips- obviously uneven

- unusual awkwardness-or clumsiness in getting around

standlng very pigeon-toed -(feet facing .toward
each other) ox slew-footed (feet facing'.away
from each other)

cross-eyed' or wandering eke

How a child moves

- stumbling or-falling a lot :a

- walking stiff-legged

walking on tiptoe most of the time'

-.twitching or jerking ,movements .

- trembling or shaking,fruentiy
14-1 -k

- unable to pick up small objects

How a child listens

- no reaction to loud street -or house noises.

- not answetin questions

- alTaiays turning the volume on the ,TV or radio to
a very loud-level.

4

7, watching your mouth when you Speak

98
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How a_child sees
- tripping over things which. most

pick up or walk aground.
,

°

children' usually 'either.

rn
sitting very,close to the t_levision set," ox to. ooks.re
or pictures shown

squinting.when trying ,to see things or work with
pictures or materials

alwa -)se.e .ms tired

- never wants to run-and jump around

7 often whiny and irritable

- unable to do many of'the things
'Same age can do, such as riding
dressing themselveS, going down

Lr

whidhjEost_ohildren -": the
a tricycle, feeding
a slide, running eas-__.

aroUnd.corners, jumping.

small

-:*

-V

,

Often. lack of energy and/or irritability may Be signs t t a child 'is .'

not getting enough sleep or enough of.t
/may

right kinds f foods. If
either of these is the problem, proper rest and diet y be all that.
ig'needed. Some children need time to adjust to a new situation: ;//

/-
;Perhaps they have never.had wheel toys or freedom to run around and/

- '',;play. Reassurance and- encouragement may be all that is needed../

. . i % //

';Once you have checked with the physician, .`he or/she-may be
(

ablerto -,_

correct the problem.-or to direct you to the bes't.plite to go; for:
help. You will then be able to help by following instructions given
by:the physic idh or appropriate per'son, by not calling attention,. ..,.
to. 'the probleM, and by helping the, child learn in spite ,oi the .,

problem. For example,-4f children-hazie poor vision, it is helpful
for them to.sit clOSe tO you when1you.ate/reading books or telling
stories so can see, the pictureg-and/your facial expreS'sidns-.:they

/
, sO r-

,

Aligays encourage children in their efforts to lea/1, and help,sthem
choose activities, and toys that will .not he.,00 frustrating-for them.

-'1-/ v -

. \L '
.

/ s ,/' A.

;..-- -) /.
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Children from three' throughfive are Into ev erything. Physically,
they run, and jump and climb, andAttrayswant to-try new and exciting
things.)Intellecsnally ttly are/also into everything. They are
curious' about w0Slitkey see, wahting to know what things.are, how

/they work, whosmade,them, how to :use them, -:why they look line .they ,

do, where they came. from, and on and on. It is normal for childreri
4 -to be curious and to7want'to learn. During this time children

'advances very rapidly 1,n-their ability to talk.and'expreSs-TEZ7ss.
Many childfen:continue to mispronounce words.; however, this is not
unusual,' unless the child is not .:understandable to others. Ado,
repdating yords or:saying "uh" is. typicaltypical for young' children. and
generally will be outgrown.

In order to identi y.childrenYwho may have mental or language
problems, adults should watO

. children who aren't curious, who don't ask questions but are
quiet about whatever is gding on around them.

I

children who don't learn Many nerAT:Nords, who speak in`ghort and
incomplete sentences, who have trouiple communicating with others,

'or who barely speak at all-
7

. childien,who'won'texploie and try new things, who seem afraid
-to show .any. curiosity or,interest,.., e-N

children who Seem unable. to remeniber anything. -t

va tr4 ,
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Adults can help by remembering that children develop at dif-,
ferent speeds and by notZexpecting all children.to perform
at the same level. For -example, if a child is difficult to
understand,' help by listening calmly without, rushing the
child.

. help children who have difficulty listening to 'o Under- ,

standing what is said, sppak clearly and distinctly, p chaps
using.shorter sentences. Give these children a lot teltalk
about by taking them places;.reading them, stories,,and playing
with them, If, however; problems.continua or seem to get
worse, a child may need SpeCial.heip from a speech therapist.
In larger' cities there is usually a public- or private speech

Many uniVeFsitie'shave'speech cl'inic's which proyide
-services ata small charga. Nearly all.public.schools haver
a SpeeCh therapist. Remetber that childFen from the age of.

'three upward are eligible for- public schOol special services,
including speech therapy,. Of course, thelextent.of the
problem and thetherapist's-zschedule affect the= services
prodded fo ng children. The socialworker or care ,

worker'Can a.of 14elp in 'identifying local-services.'

..
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Children oft en-have,temporary periods of unhappiness

or unpleasant behavior. Usually -this.can be handled

by consistence and patience. Young children usually
are unable to tell adults how they feel or what-is-

wrong. Thereforeothe adult 'must try to see and feel.

things from 'the child's view.

When children are sick or tired, they often act babyish.
and want more-help and attention than usual. Everone,
needs a little extra attention once in a while. Give
them help when they want it, but continue to encourage
them and praise them for doing things for themselves,
and they will soon go back to 'their more independent
selves..

v,.0
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'In some instances, when the trouble signs occur frequently

tr
or for several months (more than three), children may need

a- special help. Be alert for: O,
, . ?

.
. Children who don't get along With other children

32

These children may pick on others and don't learn to share
or icooperate. Often they are unhappy. They.may be in
nee of guidance and of clear,.well-defined limits to make
them feel loved and cared foie.

Childre; who seem -unhappy

Some unhappy Ciiildren dislike adults and are suspicious
of friendly ad6ions'toward-thep....)They.often avoid talking
with them or-mgVe away when,an adult approaches.

. Children who do not like themselves
. -
.

Children with a. poor self-concept think they arejlot as
good as other children. They mayN,not want to try ne*-
things. They often- say, °I can't do that," and rarefy-
want to show you their work .' ---

. Children who are unusually tense or anxious.
.

:., t .

Tugging at clothing, chewing,or biting fingernails,. and
twisting or wringing hands, are some of the symptoms of
anxiety in youngsteis.

. Children who are, unusually,withdrawn.-

/ TheSe,,chilclien usually play alone. Theymay.not
woFk or lolay.with other children and some try to
getting involved in any activity or task.

7.
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Chi dren who have been brought up in institutions often ,

sho many of these.signs.. There they may have been

t oho ght of as just one more child and might not-have.
received.the attention of a caring adult. These signs

also appear in children from .families that have had

many problems--illness, extreme poverty, cruelty, or

a combination of these things. Child#en in foster homes

often come from unhappy backgrounds. -414.iny of them have

special problems because they have never learnL to
trust.' They haven't has a chance to'acquire a i)ositive

`self-image that is so important ip growing up.6 Thee
children need special attention, understanding, and

love to help them learn to accept themselves. Once

they can-do,q1at, they can-learn to like other children

and adults so th(y can grow into healthy human beings.

o Unusually-rebellious or withdrawn children need quick ,

attention. SUch signs should be taken seriously and
should not' be pushed aside in the hope that the child

,will outgrowithe problem.

6.

.
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To help oung children grow into happy and competent youths
and adults, he mosx important things you c.4n A are:

_

Be consistent.- 7

When adults are strict one day, permissive the next,
children.don't. know what to door what to expect.
They will start testing the limits, seeinghow much'
they can get away with. ,This is frustrating for,
young children.. They likR to know Whatt,they are
supposed to do and how th shOuld_act.

:Expect children to do"as well as they are able, yet ,

don't be'too demanding. If,1too much is expected,from
young children, they may become overly concerned about
how they act. They may beceme afraid to explore, to
try things out, to learn. It is best to be kindan
affectionate and to give consistent guidance. This
helps children become'telf-confident and independent,-
and to trust those who are guiding them. .

".

,"'
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. Offer affeCtion and love, showing children they ate
wanted and valued.

. Be patient, under-standing, and interested.

. Present children with an opportunity to be active and

to learn to do things for themselves by.developing
their minds and their muse/es.

Create an opportunity to learn. to share, to cooperate,
to get along with others, I -

Set a posit ve example to follow.

. Help children feel secu*e,enough to e in to trust
others and to have agood self-concept.

1

It is not the size of a house or center or the amount of
fancy furniture and materials in it that makes the difference.

It is the emotional atmosphere tliat is important--the love
and acceptance, the fairness and positive outlook, that let

a child reach and grow-freely in these important early years.
When the above techniques do not,chknge the problem behavior,
they are signals that show special Atention is needed, maybe

even outside professional Eelp. Talk to your social worker,
case worker or physician, or get-in touch with the local
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center for special-help

and advice.-

1Q6 35-
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SUMMARY
During the "runabout years" the childre:: _aye
,4 --

been,busy,exploring and' trying' everything in

sight.- The ,things they have experienced at

::ne or in a center will affect the way they

respond to other children, adults and

the world around them. As stated earlier,'

there are many changes taking place between the

ages of three and five. In many respects,

the three-yea-r-old' .1cds are very different

from'th,e five-year--1V- But .one basic need

exists regardless of the age, and that is the

4 need for love, acceptance and guidance from

the caregivr.

a
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE ")".

Take this test b'ot before and after st this module to see what
you have learned.L An answer 'key is on `t e next page.,

Read each. question and citcle all t he correct answers. THERE IS waul
. THAN ONE CORRECT ANSWER FOR SEVERAL OF'THE MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS.

1. True False By the age of three, most children have.asufficient
muscle development and hand/eye coordination to be
,able to draw,piceures And do other "small" things.

2. tTrUe False/ Three-yAar-olds may be able to say numbers but.they
usually can' actually count objects.

3: Most 4-year-olds can.:

4.

7

A.- Hang by their knees from bars - C. Brush their teeth
B. Turn somersaults ' D.- Cut with scissors

Most 5-year-olds can:'

A.' Stand/balance on one foot. A. Feed themselves ..-

B. Skip
,

D. Tie ,their s13Oes'

/ s-.

5.. True False -;.Three-.to five-year-olds catch mope communicable
diseases than at-an-other.tilte during their liires,
including'when they first begin school. /,

6. Children should have a p1-2ysical check up:

A. Every six months
B. once a year

e

C. Once before entering school
D. Whenever they are ill

7. True False By this -age, most children's langliagestimulation will
came from otherchildren.,

.

8. True. False One of the nicew.things about three-year-olds s that

- at last they consistently sleep through the nilkht.

9 . True False By .the age of 4,- children no longer confuse what is
real and what is-not real, such as events on TV programs.

_

10.'True
1

False Three-year-olds do not yet understandplaying cooperatively
with other. children.

108 -1
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- 11. True False- --By the age .of five; a child is old enotigh"to .go .bia
an etrand to a nearby grory store. i.--, ce . ,

,-, - - ,
- _

--. ...: . ,

12. True False Unfortunately, few public' sdhooid have a speech therapist...,

13, _Public schbol spedlal set-vices are available to children _beginning at:
;,".-

A. Birth 4-
..--,

.
- - -..,, J

,

B. 3. years of age
.3

,--
C. 6 ,years of age op ..,

a-
... - ,

. .: .-. )..
14,- Which of the- following are the 'mod'. Aracter,istic signS of ""anriety ' sa

in youngsters. -' i.' :.--. ---,,,-; -_
-

z,-- - / -
., o

--, ,, L--*--
-- ..

., A. Disliking adults : C . Biting Fingernails -,-......., . .

B. -Tugging at clothing . D. Playing alone 1.-4---

- - ,
- {,:.

.
.

15. True False Rebellious ,cir withdrawn children usually " outgrow the

.s :problem sometiiaes klmost -overnight,--s
k

.
.0.
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Module r

,. Module -II

Module. III

r

I .1

CHILD BEAT,TEARD',SAFETY SERIES
. p

5±F.ii"Y PR7AUTIONS
.

7(..

(includes manual,, pamphlets, , [-Y

an& one siieWstwnd presentation) f,
%,..-

HEALTH PRECAUTIONS 4 . .

=

f,..

UnCludesmanual, pamphlets,
-'and'one slide/sound presentatio4

WHEN A CHILD IS SICK OR HURT
(includes manual,. pamphlets,
and one slide/sound presentation)

0

°gyp

e

Module V'" MEDICAL ,PROBLEMS . ,
:

- ncludes manual, pamphlets,.
and 'one .lide/sound presentation)

. . -e.

Module V THE SERIOUSLY ILL CHILD
-,.. (includes manual,'*pamphlets,

,;:- - .

and one slide/sound presentation)
.._

Module VI EMERGENCY CHILD AID
(includes manual, pamphlets, ,

and one videa.tape ar.one 16 mm film)

Module VII. THE GROWING CHILD...BIRTH THROUGH FIVE
(includes manual, pamphlets,
and three slide/sound presentations)

Module VIII THE 6ROWING CHILD...SIX THROUGH. FIFTEEN
(includes manual, pamphlets,
and three.slide/sound presentations)
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